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December 3, 2009 
 
 
Scott Busa, Director 
NextEra Energy Resources, LLC 
700 Universe Blvd. 
Juno Beach, FL  33408 
 
Subject: New Alternate Approach to Staff Review for Cultural Resources on Genesis Solar 

Energy Project (09-AFC-8) 
 
Dear Mr. Busa, 
 
The California Energy Commission (Energy Commission) and the US Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM), in an effort to facilitate timely review and decision on power plant license and 
right-of-way grant applications that have the potential to qualify for American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds, have developed a new alternate approach for reviewing cultural 
resources for the Genesis Solar Energy project, Solar Millennium Blythe Solar Power project, Solar 
Millennium Palen Solar Power project, and Solar Millennium Ridgecrest Solar Power project. 
Energy Commission staff would like to inform you of the approach, disclose a number of its 
potential advantages and disadvantages, and ask that you inform Energy Commission staff 
whether you would like to avail yourself of it. 
 
There are presently two approaches to facilitate Federal (National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) and section 106), State (California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)), and local review 
for cultural resources for solar thermal power plant applications under joint consideration by the 
Energy Commission and the BLM. The first approach typically covers solar thermal projects that 
encompass a modest number (< 75) of cultural resources. Under this approach, the Energy 
Commission and the BLM normally try to conclude all investigations necessary to identify, evaluate 
the historical significance of, and assess the reasonably foreseeable and particular effects to the 
cultural resources in a project area of analysis prior to the Energy Commission’s or the BLM’s 
respective decisions on such projects. Where historically significant cultural resources are affected, 
the conclusion of these investigations prior to agency decisions facilitates the development of more 
refined measures to reduce significant project effects, which, in turn, reduces post-decision delays 
to construction start-up, reduces redirection or stoppage of work during construction, and can 
substantially reduce the overall cost of cultural resources compliance. Federal agency 
responsibility under section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act to reduce any significant 
project effects is typically accomplished through the execution of a memorandum of agreement 
(MOA) that is the result of consultation among the California State Historic Preservation Officer, the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and other consulting parties. 
 
The second approach for solar thermal power projects that encompass a large number (> 75) of 
cultural resources is for Energy Commission and BLM staff to draft the joint NEPA and CEQA 
analysis for this technical area on the basis of a relatively large (≥ 25%) and reliable sample of the 
cultural resources inventory in a project area of analysis, and to ensure the thorough consideration 
and treatment of all of the resources in that inventory through the negotiation and execution of a 
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programmatic agreement (PA) pursuant to the section 106 regulatory process. Staff subsequently 
incorporates the PA into the joint analysis by reference. The implementation of a PA under the 
section 106 process facilitates cultural resources compliance under both NEPA and CEQA for 
large and complex projects by helping to reduce the effort, time, and cost to gather information 
prior to a decision. The use of a PA allows for modifications in the scheduling of efforts to identify 
and evaluate the historical significance of the total complement of cultural resources in a project 
area of analysis. Such modifications in schedule can substantially reduce the scope of the effort 
and the time necessary to gather cultural resources information prior to a decision and, 
consequently, the pre-decision cost of cultural resources compliance. The major drawback to the 
second approach is that it may result in significant post-decision delays in construction start-up as 
most of the cultural resources investigations that, under the first approach, would have been done 
prior to the decision would, instead, be done after the decision. The overall cost of cultural 
resources compliance under either the first or second approach, on the basis of cost per cultural 
resource, is approximately the same, and the applicant may also enjoy comparable reductions in 
construction monitoring obligations. 
 
Energy Commission and BLM staff has developed a third approach for the review of cultural 
resources exclusive to the Genesis Solar Energy project, Solar Millennium Blythe Solar Power 
project, Solar Millennium Palen Solar Power project, and Solar Millennium Ridgecrest Solar Power 
project. The proposed approach handles cultural resources that are known prior to construction 
differently from those that are discovered during construction. Prior to construction, the third 
approach would streamline the time necessary to produce the joint cultural resources analyses 
under NEPA and CEQA by foregoing potentially lengthy investigations to evaluate the historical 
significance of the cultural resources found on the surface of a project area of analysis, and, 
instead, addressing those cultural resources that are demonstrably subject to project effects, as 
though they were historically significant. Energy Commission and BLM staff would, prior to any 
decision, study the results of the cultural resources pedestrian survey, identify those cultural 
resources on the surface of the project area of analysis that would be subject to project effects, 
assume that all surface cultural resources are historically significant, and then develop measures 
to reduce project effects to those surface resources to less than significant through the use of a 
phased treatment plan. Staff would ensure the thorough consideration and treatment of all of the 
surface resources through the negotiation and execution of an MOA pursuant to the section 106 
regulatory process, which staff would subsequently incorporate, by reference, into the joint 
analysis. The primary benefit of the proposed approach is that, depending on the nature of the 
cultural resources and the potential character of resulting project effects, it has the potential to 
substantively reduce both the amount of time necessary to gather information for the cultural 
resources analysis and the amount of time necessary to draft the actual analysis. This approach, 
however, has the real potential to result in post-decision delays in construction start-up, increases 
in requisite construction monitoring, and cost. Contrary to the regulatory review process under 
either the first or second approaches, every cultural resource in a project area of analysis known 
prior to the onset of construction, many of which may have otherwise been found not to be 
historically significant, would, under the third approach, be subject to potentially costly post-
decision and pre-construction data recovery investigation. The only exceptions would be those 
cultural resources that staff could demonstrate that the proposed project would not affect or those 
resources which staff could determine were not historically significant on the basis of extant 
information. 
 
Due to the absence of the finer resolution data that the first and second approaches provide, 
Energy Commission and BLM staff would be unable, under the third approach, to tailor a unique 



construction monitoring protocol for each of the subject projects. As a consequence, construction 
monitoring could become requisite across the entirety of each project area, and each discovery of 
a new archaeological deposit, during construction, would have to be dealt with on an individual 
basis. Each new construction discovery would be subject to an evaluation of historical significance 
and resources thought to be historically significant would then be subject to data recovery 
investigation as construction progressed. Potential increases in the overall number of requisite 
data recovery investigations, both for surface cultural resources known prior to construction and for 
new resources found during construction, in the extent and duration of construction monitoring, and 
in construction discovery events may cause greater construction delays and result in higher overall 
costs for cultural resources compliance. 
 
Energy Commission and BLM staff ask that you consider the advantages and disadvantages of the 
three approaches above and advise us of your preference on how you would like to proceed within 
three days of your receipt of this letter. If staff is to implement the first or second approach, then 
the presently proposed schedule for your project will be more difficult to meet. If staff were to 
implement the proposed third approach then that schedule is more achievable, but the potential 
increase in your compliance costs and construction delays may be significant. 
 
A further consequence of the implementation of the third approach would be that it may become 
unnecessary to respond to many of the data requests that the Energy Commission may soon 
publish or that you may have already received. The data requests provide options that correspond 
with the different review approaches among which you may choose. Please address only those 
data requests that correspond with the review approach that you choose. If you have any 
questions or need additional clarification about the approaches for proceeding with the cultural 
resources review for your project or about the particular data requests to which you will need to 
respond, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
         Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Mike Monasmith 
Project Manager 
Siting Office, California Energy Commission 
 

 
cc: Eileen Allen, Manager, Siting Office, California Energy Commission 
 Eric Knight, Manager, Environmental Protection Office, California Energy Commission 
 Rick York, Supervisor, Biological and Cultural Resources, California Energy Commission 
 Beverly Bastian, Planner II, California Energy Commission 
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APPLICANT U  
Ryan O’Keefe, Vice President 
Genesis Solar LLC 
700 Universe Boulevard 
Juno Beach, Florida  33408 
Ryan.okeefe@nexteraenergy.com 
 
Scott Busa/Project Director 
Meg Russel/Project Manager 
Duane McCloud/Lead Engineer 
NextEra Energy 
700 Universe Boulvard 
Juno Beach, FL 33408 
Scott.Busa@nexteraenergy.com 
Meg.Russell@nexteraenergy.com 
Duane.mccloud@nexteraenergy.com 
 
Mike Pappalardo 
Permitting Manager 
3368 Videra Drive 
Eugene, OR  97405 
mike.pappalardo@nexteraenergy.com 
 
Diane Fellman/Director 
West Region 
Regulatory Affairs 
234 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Diane.fellman@nexteraenergy.com 
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APPLICANT’S CONSULTANTS 
Tricia Bernhardt/Project Manager 
Tetra Tech, EC 
143 Union Boulevard, Ste 1010  
Lakewood, CO 80228 
Tricia.bernhardt@tteci.com 
 
Christo Nitoff/Project Engineer  
Worley Parsons 
2330 East Bidwell Street, Ste 150  
Folsom, CA 95630 
Christo.Nitoff@Worleyparsons.com  
 
COUNSEL FOR APPLICANT 
Scott Galati 
Galati & Blek, LLP 
455 Capitol Mall, Suite 350 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
sgalati@gb-llp.com 
 
UINTERESTED AGENCIES 
 California ISO 
 HUe-recipient@caiso.comUH  
 
*Allison Shaffer/ Project Mgr. 
Bureau of Land Management 
Palm Springs 
South Coast Field Office  
1201 Bird Center Drive,  
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Allison_Shaffer@blm.gov  
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ENERGY COMMISSION  
JULIA LEVIN 
Commissioner and Presiding 
Member 
HUjlevin@energy.state.ca.us U 
 
JAMES D. BOYD 
Vice Chair and Presiding Member 
HUjboyd@energy.state.ca.us UH  
 
Kenneth Celli 
Hearing Officer 
HUkcelli@energy.state.ca.us 
 
Mike Monasmith 
Siting Project Manager 
H  
mmonasmi@energy.state.ca.us 
 
Caryn Holmes 
Staff Counsel 
cholmes@energy.state.ca.us 
 
Robin Mayer 
Staff Counsel 
rmayer@energy.state.ca.us  
 
HPublic Adviser’s Office 
HUpublicadviser@energy.state.ca.us 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

DECLARATION OF SERVICE 
 

 
I, Maria Santourdjian, declare that on December 3, 2009, I served and filed copies of the attached Genesis Three 
Option Approach Letter, dated December 3, 2009.  The original document, filed with the Docket Unit, is accompanied 
by a copy of the most recent Proof of Service list, located on the web page for this project at:  
[http://www.energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/genesis_solar]. 
 
The documents have been sent to both the other parties in this proceeding (as shown on the Proof of Service list) 
and to the Commission’s Docket Unit, in the following manner:   
 
(Check all that Apply) 
 

FOR SERVICE TO ALL OTHER PARTIES: 
 

     x      sent electronically to all email addresses on the Proof of Service list; 
 
     x      by personal delivery or by depositing in the United States mail at Sacramento, California, with first-class 

postage thereon fully prepaid and addressed as provided on the Proof of Service list above to those 
addresses NOT marked “email preferred.” 

AND 

FOR FILING WITH THE ENERGY COMMISSION: 

     x      sending an original paper copy and one electronic copy, mailed and emailed respectively, to the address 
below (preferred method); 

OR 
             depositing in the mail an original and 12 paper copies, as follows: 

 
                CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
                       Attn:  Docket No. 09-AFC-8 
                      1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
                      Sacramento, CA 95814-5512 

                docket@energy.state.ca.us 
 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
 
 
 
 
      Original Signature in Dockets 
      Maria Santourdjian 


